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G i v i n g T o p s $ 6 1 M i l l i o n i n 
T h i r d B a n n e r D e v e l o p m e n t Y e a r 
Celebrating Boston University's third record-breaking fundraising year, (from left) Vice President for Development and Alumni 
Relations Christopher Reaske, President Jon Westling, and Chairman of the Trustee Committee on Development Edward I. 
Masterman. Reaske said the success was augmented by the support of the trustees and by Westling's travels to meet with alumni 
around the country and in Europe and the Far East. 
oston University fundraising for fiscal year 
1998 reached $61,376,129, comfortably 
exceeding the ambitious $60 million goal set a year 
ago by Vice President for Development and 
Alumni Relations Christopher Reaske. This is the 
third successive record-breaking year for the 
University; total giving by individuals, corpora-
tions, and foundations reached $50.3 million in 
fiscal year 1997 and $44 million in 1996. 
The importance of topping $60 million is "not 
just the zeros after the six; rather, the money raised 
and the support attracted enable Boston University 
to do what it exists to do," President Jon Westling 
said, citing as examples of the year's special under-
takings and achievements the new partnership 
with scientists at the Lowell Observatory in 
Arizona, acquisition of the papers of W. Somerset 
Maugham by Special Collections at Mugar 
Memorial Library, and support of Professor Robert 
Pinsky's undertakings as poet laureate, specifically 
his Favorite Poem Project. Fundraising success 
helps establish "a cycle of synergy," Westling said; 
stronger academic and research programs attract 
better students and faculty, who in turn strengthen 
the University. The incoming freshman class has 
the strongest academic record and test scores in the 
University's history, he reported. 
This year's success has prompted Reaske to set 
a $72 million goal for fiscal year 1999 and to 
project a total of $100 million by fiscal year 2001, 
when the University hopes to launch a capital 
campaign. "The size and steadiness of growth over 
the last three years shows the increasing commit-
ment among our alumni and friends to the future 
of the University," he said. —NJM 
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Gifts rose from $37.7 million in fiscal year 1995 to $61.4 
million in fiscal year 1998. 
D e a r F r i e n d s , 
Ti the last three years, Boston 
University has been very fortunate in 
its year-to-year growth in gift income. 
Following a period of little change in annual 
gift income, we have experienced a dramatic 
rise, from $37.7 million in fiscal year 1995 to 
$61.4 million in 1998, including a rise of 22 
percent in this last fiscal year, when the na-
tional average of giving to universities in-
creased only 12 percent. All of us on campus 
are extremely appreciative of the outpouring of 
financial support we have received from alum-
ni, friends, parents, corporations, foundations, 
and organizations. We are particularly heart-
ened by the strong support of the trustees. 
For this growth we are very grateful. As we 
rejoice in this good news, however, we are well 
aware of our need to do even better. There are 
scholarships to fund, buildings to renovate, 
and biology and chemistry facilities to build. 
Some very large projects that will benefit the 
entire student body are also on the horizon. 
Plans are being developed for new athletic and 
recreational facilities, and construction of a 
complex of apartment-style dorms overlook-
ing the Charles is well underway, with occu-
pancy slated for the fall semester in 2000. 
Clearly, our fundraising success must 
continue and grow. We need your ongoing 
support in a steady, unbroken stream, so 
that your University can continue to claim 
both present and future excellence. Thank 
you for your dramatically increased 
support these past three years, and keep 
up the good work! 
Cordially, 
Christopher Reaske 
Vice President for Development and 
Alumni Relations 
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"hree years ago, the General 
Alumni Association was renamed 
the Boston University Alumni (BUA), in 
recognition of a more active alumni associa-
tion with more vice presidents enhancing a 
wider range of alumni activities. Likewise, 
Annual Giving has been renamed Boston 
University Alumni Funds (BUAF), signify-
ing this rejuvenated alumni activity and its 
close ties to the BUA. 
W i t h t h e H e l p o f 
O u r A l u m n i a n d F r i e n d s 
The BUAF has helped provide Ethernet hookups at the College of Engineering 
which connect students with the University mainframe computer and the Internet. 
s~ s housands of alumni and friends of 
t _ ^ Boston University are helping maintain 
and strengthen the University's educational excel-
lence. Through the Boston University Alumni 
Funds (BUAF), they make gifts of all 
sizes that support scholarships, 
libraries, classrooms, and faculty 
research. The BUAF, a family of funds 
that benefits each school and college, 
gives the University added flexibility to 
respond to immediate needs and sup-
port new programs. The funds also go 
toward such ongoing University 
expenses as heat and electricity, build-
ing maintenance, and beautification of 
campus grounds. 
As unrestricted-use funds, the 
BUAF serves students in every school 
and college of the University. 
Last year, for example, it con-
tributed to the renovation of the 
College of Engineering's Student 
Organization Office and its Co-
op and Placement Office. The 
College of Communication 
relied on the funds to finance 
student awards and its alumni-
student career networking pro-
gram. Each year, the School of 
Education uses part of its BUAF 
funding to finance its Senior 
Appreciation and Robing 
Ceremony, which welcomes 
graduating seniors to the rank of alumni. 
More information about the BUAF is available 
from its office, at 800/447-2849, or at 
give2bu@bu.edu. —Jennifer Gormanous 
The BUAF buys current books for the University libraries. 
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Chen saving for retire-
ment is at the forefront 
of people's minds, giving to char-
itable causes often gets pushed 
aside. Yet many alumni and 
friends enjoy making substantial 
gifts and providing for themselves 
and their loved ones at the same 
time through a type of gift called 
a charitable gift annuity. 
Gift annuities are about both 
giving and receiving. Under a gift 
annuity agreement, a person may 
transfer cash or marketable 
securities to Boston University 
and receive a tax deduction and 
fixed payments for life. Gift 
annuity rates depend on the age of the donor when 
the gift is made. When the payment period — 
which may be extended through the lifetime of a 
second beneficiary — is completed, the contributed 
assets benefit the school, college, or program 
selected by the donor. 
In a deferred gift annuity, useful for people dur-
ing their peak earning years, payment is deferred 
until the donor reaches a certain age, typically after 
retirement, making the charitable tax deduction 
substantially larger. And, as with all gift annuities, 
it's possible for two people to make a gift jointly. 
Jon and Elizabeth Westling at President Westling's inauguration reception in 1996. 
President Jon Westling, who with his wife, 
Elizabeth, recently made a generous gift of 
$100,000, says, "Boston University is an institution 
that we believe in and that we are proud to support. 
A deferred gift annuity allowed us to make a larger 
gift than we thought we could — and it will benefit 
the University for years to come." 
More information on gift annuities is available 
from Mary H. Tambiah, director of the Office of 
Gift and Estate Planning, at 617/353-2254, 
800/645-2347, or mtambiah@bu.edu. 
Raymond 
/^7S lease join us for a full weekend of fes-
_ _ ^ - / / tivities, including an International 
Fair and a Family BBQ, a Pub Drop-in and a 
Knight at the Castle for young alums, the 
King Center Dinner at the Ritz-Carlton, the 
Jazz Brunch for alumni parents of current stu-
dents, faculty-led seminars on current topics, 
a Fun Run, and the first game of the Terrier 
hockey season, along with the traditional 
Breakfast and Alumni Awards Ceremony and 
the Homecoming Parade. 
For more information on these and all the 
other events, see the faii issue of Bostonia, caii 
617/353-2248, or e-mail reunion@bu.edu. 
G i v i n g S h e l t e r 
S^* enerous professionally and by inclination, 
<j/ Richard DeWolfe (MET'71) is devoted to 
providing homes and shelter. As president and CEO 
of DeWolfe Companies, Inc., he heads the largest 
residential real estate company in New England, the 
nation's only such company publicly held, where 
more than 1,700 employees at some seventy sales 
centers help buyers become home owners — at the 
rate of one home sale approximarely every forty 
seconds. And DeWolfe is also realizing his own 
American dream. DeWolfe Companies has grown 
from a modest barber-shop-turned-real-estate office, 
which DeWolfe bought from his mother in 1974, 
to today's $2 billion-a-year, full-service residential 
real estate company. 
DeWolfe Companies also provides extensive 
shelter through charity, via an affiliation with 
Boston's New England Home for Little Wanderers, 
where DeWolfe is a director, and through 
contributions to Morgan Memorial, United Way, 
and other causes. 
Characteristically, he's also helping provide 
much-needed shelter for Boston University's crew 
teams and their equipment. His recent naming gift 
for the new Boston University Boathouse commem-
orates his grandparents, Alice and Burpee L. 
DeWolfe, and leads 
the fundraising 
campaign that will 
give BU's crews a 
handsome and well-
appointed new home 
on the Charles River 
at the starting line of 
the Head of the 
Charles, the world's 
largest annual inter-
national regatta. 
DeWolfe con-
tributes leadership 
and financial support 
to his alma mater 
broadly and gener-
ously. He is a propo-
nent of adult educa-
tion, having attended 
Metropolitan College while working for the Bank of 
Boston. In 1991, he received MET's first Alumni 
Award for Distinguished Service to Profession, and 
in 1995 he became the first MET alumnus to be 
elected a University Trustee. His multifaceted 
University involvement has included a leadership 
Richard DeWolfe, flanked by crew coaches Rodney Pratt and Holly Hatton at the 1996 
naming ceremony for the Alice and Burpee L. DeWolfe Boathouse. 
role in MET's 25th Anniversary scholarship drive, 
avid support of Terrier hockey and the general ath-
letics program, sponsorship of alumni social events, 
and contributions to academic programs. 
—Jean Hennelly Keith 
F o r M a r s h a l l a n d B a r b a r a S l o a n e , G i v i n g I s G e t t i n g 
i eing called a philanthropist 
can make a modest person 
uncomfortable. Yet at its roots, the 
word "philanthropy" simply means 
"loving people," and that, more 
than anything, is what fuels the 
generosity of Trustee Marshall M. 
Sloane (SMG'49) and his wife, 
Barbara, who support a rainbow of 
causes and organizations. 
Although Marshall Sloane 
credits his parents with giving him 
his "moral compass," it was a bout 
with inoperable cancer thirty-five 
years ago that instilled the belief 
that "life is a two-way street, and 
you get back so much more when 
you give." A forty-four-year 
marriage to Barbara has 
strengthened that conviction, and 
professional success has given it 
wings. As Barbara says, "My 
husband is very modest, but he's 
helped so many people over the 
years. He's a special man." 
Sloane is chairman and chief executive officer 
of Century Bancorp, a bank holding company with 
assets of approximately $750 million. He is also the 
founder, chairman, and CEO of its subsidiary, 
Century Bank & Trust Co., which operates 
seventeen branches in eastern Massachusetts. In an 
Barbara and Marshall Sloane at the dedication of Sloane House in June 1997. 
era of mergers, Century remains an independent 
community bank. 
Proud parents — of Barry, Jonathan, and Linda 
(CGS'81, COM'83) — and grandparents of six, 
including triplets, the Sloanes are particularly 
devoted to causes that benefit young people. A 
member of the Nation:il Executive Board of_the_ 
Boy Scouts of America (and a former Scout), 
Marshall was instrumental in bringing a 
Boy Scout brass band from Northern 
Ireland for a recent performance at the 
University and, with additional BU 
support, at a mass in Framingham said 
by His Eminence, Bernard Cardinal 
Law, a friend of the Sloanes. Along with 
being an active member of the Jewish 
community, Marshall supports Catholic 
charities, in part out of gratitude for 
visits he received from a nun while he 
was ill. 
He reserves much of his effort for 
the University. In addition to serving 
as trustee — a position he calls a 
highlight of his career — he is 
chairman of the Board of Visitors at 
the Henry M. Goldman School of 
Dental Medicine. He keeps abreast of 
University undertakings and supports 
them generously. Marshall and 
Barbara's recent gift of $1 million 
funded an extensive historical renova-
tion of the president's house at 135 Ivy 
Street in Brookline, now named Sloane House. 
They have also hosted several alumni gatherings at 
their home in Palm Beach, happily taking on the 
roles of goodwill ambassadors. "When people hear 
what is going on [at BU], what Chancellor Silber 
and President Westling are doing, they're 
amazed," says Barbara. —Bart Walsh 
• 
S u c c e s s a t S M G 
N e w C l o c k M a r k s C h a n g i n g T i m e s 
The most visible evidence of fundraising success on 
the Charles River Campus is the School of 
Managements Rafik B. Hariri Building, which was 
formally opened in October 1996. Leading the 
ongoing campaign — as well as the School — is 
Dean Louis Lataif (SMG'61, Hon. '90), left, who in 
the last year has met with alumni and friends in 
the Far and Middle East, Europe, North Africa, 
and the United States to bring total gifts and 
pledges to $54 million at the close of fiscal year 
1998. SMG's goal is $80 million, for support of 
academic, research, and scholarship programs as 
well as the building fund. Talking with Lataif is 
University Trustee Earle Chiles, whose many gifts to 
the School include the Chiles Computer Labs and 
the Virginia Hughes Chiles Atrium, named for his 
mother (PAL'24, Hon. '87). 
ublic clocks not only tell us the time; they 
also serve as landmarks and meeting spots. 
Back in the mid-eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries, travelers could find a town's center by 
looking for the town clock. Around the middle of 
this century, however, public clocks seemed to 
disappear — or the faces were replaced with 
digits. But now, traditional timepieces are making 
a comeback. 
And thanks to Richard Neu (CAS'6l), Boston 
University is keeping up with the times. Its new 
street clock, a gift of the Neu Foundation, reflects 
the recent reappearance of public clocks across 
the nation. 
Back when Neu was visiting his daughter 
Amy (CAS'96) on campus, he noticed that there 
was no central clock for students to check the 
time. Neu, who has also established two College 
of Arts and Sciences teaching prizes, donated a 
timepiece that provides not only the time but also 
an attractive BU landmark. 
Erected this spring in front of the Tsai 
Performance Center on Commonwealth Avenue, 
the clock was designed by the eighty-year-old 
Electric Time Co. in Medfield, Massachusetts, 
which says its business has doubled in the past 
five years. Another clockmaker, Verdin Co. in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, reports a 70 percent increase in 
clock orders this year. 
Perhaps as people face the new millennium, 
they long to reclaim a sense of community. 
Perhaps they want to mark the turn of the centu-
ry. Or perhaps history is repeating itself— the 
records of Verdin Co. show a similar increase in 
demand for public clocks back in 1899. 
—Midge Raymond 
B e t t e r S c h o o l s f o r C h e l s e a 
"To see the Early Learning Center in operation gives 
me a sense of fulfillment," said Chancellor John Silber 
at the dedication of Chelsea's Early Learning Center 
in 1997. 
"he Boston University/Chelsea 
Partnership reached its fundraising goal 
in June, matching — dollar for dollar — a 
Challenge Grant awarded by the Annenberg 
Foundation in 1996. The three-year, $2 million 
Annenberg gift supports three educational 
initiatives in the Chelsea Public Schools: 
professional development for all staff, the 
Intergenerational Literacy Project, and visual arts 
and music education. 
The Boston University/Chelsea Partnership, 
which has made Chelsea the only city in the 
country to have its school system wholly operat-
ed by a college or university, is reforming public 
education in the city and creating a national 
model of urban school reform. Located directly 
north of Boston, Chelsea is the most ethnically 
diverse municipality in Massachusetts. 
Historically, Chelsea has been the first U.S. 
home of many immigrants, and the city — and 
its schools — continue to receive families from 
Puerto Rico, Central and South America, and 
Southeast Asia almost daily. Fewer than 35 per-
cent of the school children are native English 
speakers; more than 80 percent live in low-in-
come households, as defined by federal free 
lunch eligibility. Initiated in 1989, when the 
Chelsea School Committee invited Boston 
University to manage its troubled school system, 
the Partnership was approved by the 
Massachusetts legislature and has since been ex-
tended to run until the year 2003. 
A Different September Foundation, now an 
integral part of the Office of Development and 
Alumni Relations, is the fundraising organization 
that raises private support for the Partnership. 
Information is available at 617/353-9526 or by 
e-mail at adsf@bu.edu. 
F e s t i v e B e n e f i t 
F o r A l u m n i 
S c h o l a r s h i p F u n d s 
Agostino Galluzzo (COM'69), president of the BUAF 
(left), with Janet Ladd and Greg Ladd (CAS'84), 
executive director of alumni relations, at the Alumni 
Ball in Newport, Rhode Island, on August 1. Held at 
historic OceanCliff, once one of Newport's grandest 
"summer cottages," the Ball was the centerpiece of a 
weekend of events and benefited the regional alumni 
scholarship funds. 
Jennifer Clarke, Arts and Sciences alumni officer (left), 
with Cheryl Connery and John Connery (CAS'69), 
president of the Arts and Sciences Alumni Association. 
P a t r o n e s s e s o f t h e A r t s 
ne of them did it to honor a broth-
er. Another to commemorate a 
friendship. The third out of a lifetime love 
of the arts. Not one of them attended the 
School for the Arts; only one is a BU 
alumna. Nonetheless, Henrietta 
DeBenedictis, Marjorie McDonald, and 
Esther Kahn (SED'55) have all endowed 
scholarships at SFA. 
A graduate of the Massachusetts 
College of Pharmacy, DeBenedictis en-
dowed a scholarship at SFA in the name 
of her late younger brother, Vincent 
(SFA'41), an alumnus of the BU School 
of Music. Her gift provides financial aid 
for a music student. 
McDonald, a doctor, honored her 
close friend Ellalou Dimmock, a well-
known soloist who taught voice at SFA 
for twenty-five years, by establishing a 
merit award for students in the voice de-
partment in her name. A music lover and 
concertgoer herself, McDonald requested 
that the award recipients perform in an 
annual concert, and has compiled a vocal 
chamber music repertoire list for it. 
Esther Kahn (Radclijfe '35, SED'55) in July at the annual BU Alumni 
Day at Tanglewood. Kahn, who describes herself and her late husband, 
Albert (SED'59, '62), as "having imbibed opera with our mothers' milk, 
has established five endowments at the University. 
While DeBenedictis's and McDonald's 
endowments nurture students as they 
receive their education in the arts, Kahn, 
who says she has been devoted to the arts 
"from the beginning," set up an endow-
ment to smooth the transition from the 
University to the real world. The Esther B. 
and Alfred S. Kahn Career Entry Award 
Fund for the Arts annually provides four 
or five students with support in their post-
graduate year, as they launch artistic 
careers in what Kahn has called "a cold, 
uncaring world." 
These women have specified that their 
gifts support what is closest to their hearts, 
although endowments need not be 
restricted. Typically, unrestricted funds are 
directed to wherever the president or 
provost perceives the greatest need. The 
use of restricted funds, by contrast, is 
determined by the donor, who might 
name and support a lectureship or a 
library, a professorship or a program. Or, 
as with these three patronesses, they might 
work to make the cliche "starving artist" 
ring a little less true. —Lesleigh Cushing 
M a r s h 
B U C e n t r a l 
'arsh Plaza has been the center of the Charles River 
Campus — and of campus life — for nearly fifty 
years. And it is showing its age: the surface stones are cracked 
and worn from decades of daily use. Now BUA Vice Presidents 
Sharon Ryan (SAR'70) and Ed Westerman (CGS'66, COM'68) 
are leading a campaign to raise the additional $1.5 million 
needed to restore the Plaza. 
In addition to resurfacing the Plaza in granite, plans 
include cleaning Free at Last, SFA Professor Sergio Castillo's 
soaring memorial statue to Martin Luther King, Jr., on the 
Plaza, and sealing it to prevent rust. 
The Marsh Plaza Project was initiated by the Class of '94, 
which raised more than $25,000 toward renovation costs. The 
BUA Executive Board has picked up from there, but the sup-
port of the entire University community — students, faculty, 
and staff, as well as alumni — is crucial. As Ryan observes, 
"Marsh Plaza belongs to all of us." 
Information about the Marsh Plaza Project is available from 
Gregory Ladd (CAS'84), executive director of alumni relations, 
at 800/800-3466 or gladd@bu.edu. —Jennifer Gormanous 
P l a z a 
Marsh Plaza 1953: Senior breakfast. 
S r i i t u r e / 
Marsh Plaza 1999: As depicted in this artist's rendering, the Plaza will be repaved 
with 24-inch granite squares over a reinforced concrete base. These squares will also 
pave the arcades at the east and west wings of Marsh Chapel. The University coat of 
arms will be reset, and the sidewalk will be replaced with a brick walkway edged 
with trees. Marc Mazzarelli for Schumacher Landscaping, Inc. 
Marsh Plaza 1998: Sharon Ryan and Ed Westerman consider restoration needs. 
A S u b j e c t f o r S m i l e s 
Herbert Schilder at the Joan and Herbert Schilder Endodontic Research 
Laboratory. 
ft the Goldman School of Dental 
/Medicine's Joan and Herbert Schilder 
Endodontic Research Laboratory, researchers are 
trying to understand how lesions in the pulp of the 
tooth form and heal. The healing success rate for 
such lesions, which can necessitate root canal treat-
ment, has increased enormously through tech-
niques developed by Professor Herbert Schilder 
over the last four decades. The laboratory director, 
Professor Dana Graves, sums up the current 
research: "We look for the actual molecular mecha-
nisms that cause lesions of endodontic origin to 
develop and the fundamental mechanisms that con-
trol their healing." And that's good 
news, because it might mean even 
more teeth can be saved. 
It's fitting that a laboratory for 
research into the heart of endodon-
tics should bear the names of 
Professor Herbert Schilder and his 
wife, Joan (GRS'77), who together 
made the naming gift for the labora-
tory by establishing a charitable 
remainder unitrust. Schilder, founder 
and chairman of the SDM depart-
ment of endodontics, estimates that 
he has trained over 10 percent of all 
endodontic specialists not just in this 
country but in the world. 
Schilder tells how, as a 
young Army officer in the 
mid-1950s, he sought out 
Henry Goldman, then 
directing "the best hospital dental depart-
ment in the country," at Boston's Beth 
Israel Hospital. "I heard he was seeking an 
endodontist," Schilder says. But Goldman 
dismissed him, saying that only when the 
leading endodontist in the world at that 
time, who was at the University of 
Pennsylvania, said he was ready, would 
Goldman accept him. Schilder went 
directly to UPenn and met the specialist, 
who became his mentor. Soon Schilder 
accepted a teaching research fellowship in 
Philadelphia for a year, and in 1956 began Research 
working at Beth Israel Hospital with Goldman. 
When Goldman came to BU in 1958 to establish 
the University's dental program, Schilder came with 
him, and he's been here ever since. 
Schilder has taken the lead in fundraising for 
the Endodontic Research Laboratory. As of late 
June, $727,000 had been committed toward the 
goal of $1 million. On top of that is the Herbert 
Schilder Chair in Endodontics at SDM, which is 
fully funded with $1.4 million. 
The department of endodontics is renowned for 
many things, not least of which is the loyalty of the 
graduates of Schilder's program. "We are a family," 
noted Schilder this summer, shortly before he and 
his wife were off to California for the wedding of a 
former student. —Taylor McNeil 
Fellows Chris Douville, George Pelayo, and Mykung Im. 
A P a u s e t h a t R e f r e s h e s 
"or Helena Walker, being a Coca-
Cola Scholar has created a pause 
in her life that has enabled her to go back 
to school full time, to change careers, and 
even to volunteer for a community 
nonprofit agency. 
She is among the first beneficiaries of 
the Coca-Cola Scholars Fund at Boston 
University, which began supporting 
minority students at the School of 
Management in the 1996-97 school year. 
This fall semester, as she finishes up her 
degree, Walker is receiving a full-tuition 
scholarship and four incoming students are 
receiving partial scholarships. 
Walker had worked in marketing 
services for The Boston Globe for fourteen 
years when she read a Globe story about a 
master's degree program in management 
information systems (MIS) at the Graduate 
School of Management. Acting quickly, she 
took her GMATs, applied for the program, 
and was accepted. A financial aid officer 
told her about the Coca-Cola scholarship, 
and she immediately decided to pursue a 
dual MIS/M.B.A. program, since studying 
for the business degree is a requirement of 
the scholarship. "It's been a great thing," she 
says. "It's definitely an opportunity that I 
would not normally have had, especially the 
ability to do this full time." 
In addition to her MIS work studying 
programming, database management, and 
telecommunications, and her M.B.A. work 
in finance, marketing, statistics, and 
economics, Walker did an internship — a 
requirement of the program — with the 
Massachusetts Coalition of Battered Women 
Services Group, helping them set up a Web 
site and an intranet to facilitate communica-
tion among the groups. She notes that her 
efforts "will help free them up to do the 
work they need to do." Just as the Coca-
Cola scholarships are helping students do 
what they need to do: study and learn and 
grow professionally. —Taylor McNeil 
Helena Walker in front of the School of Management building. 
I 
H e n r y L u c e F o u n d a t i o n F u n d s 
N e w P r o g r a m a t t h e I n t e r s e c t i o n o f 
B i b l i c a l a n d L i t e r a r y S c h o l a r s h i p 
R e v e r s e T i t h i n g 
'early all Americans own a Bible and 
respect it, few — including scholars of 
literature with a particular interest in biblical 
influences — have read it, but most think they 
know what it says, according to Professor of 
Religion Ray Hart. Similarly, those well ac-
quainted with the Bible seldom have much fa-
miliarity with literary works. Hart hopes to cre-
ate "a new breed" of scholars and more general 
readers firmly grounded in both. 
Thanks to a four-year, 
$600,000 grant 
from the 
Henry Luce 
Foundation, 
he is building a 
pilot program to 
bring together 
scholars in the 
Jewish and Christian 
scriptures with scholars 
in literature that he de-
scribes as "transparently 
sourced in and shaped by 
and extending scripture," cit-
ing as examples Paradise Lost, 
The Pilgrim's Progress, and 
Finnegan's Wake. If the pilot 
program is successful, the sec-
ond stage will add the Qur'an and 
Islamic literature. 
The Henry Luce Experimental 
Pilot Program in Scripture and the Literary Arts 
will comprise coursework, conferences, and fac-
ulty seminars along with library acquisitions 
and research to educate three audiences: lay 
people, that is, undergraduates not majoring in 
S u p p o r t i n g 
t h e F u t u r e 
religion; graduate students and university pro-
fessors of literature or religion or both; and the-
ology students and clergy. Program planning 
will begin in the spring 1999 semester, building 
on the strong faculty base in the School of 
Theology, the Center for Judaic Studies, and 
the Arts and Sciences departments of English, 
religion, and modern foreign languages. 
Other grants to Boston University reflect 
both the Luce Foundation's long-term gen-
erosity and the 
breadth of its inter-
ests. The Clare 
Boothe Luce Program 
— established in 1989 
to encourage the par-
ticipation of women in 
science and engineering 
— has brought several 
nationally recognized 
women to teach 
Boston University 
undergraduates and 
graduates and to 
serve as role models 
to young women. 
Additionally, the 
Foundation sponsored 
the School of Theology's 
Buddhist-Christian 
Dialogue Conference in 
1992 and funded the Luce 
American Art Dissertation 
Research Awards and the earlier Henry Luce 
Foundation Dissertation Fellowships in 
American Art History. 
—Natalie Jacobson McCracken 
Jessie and Albert Danielsen on campus in 1984. 
Let us think about things of spiritual value and 
spend our strength doing good works that endure, 
cherishing service above gain. 
—Albert Danielsen 
Boston University 
Office of Development and Alumni Relations 
19 Deerfield Street 
Boston, MA 02215 
(f~l /niversity benefactor and Honorary Trustee Albert 
Cyty Danielsen and his wife, Jessie Muir Boyd 
Danielsen (SED'39), lived by this conviction. An orphan 
at the age of six, Albert Danielsen described his childhood 
as reminiscent of a Charles Dickens story. That adversity 
is perhaps what ignited his deep compassion. The 
Danielsens dedicated their lives to helping others, and ear-
ly in their marriage agreed to give away 90 percent of 
their income. While the couple's philanthropic activities 
reached far beyond BU, thev were especially passionate 
about establishing a pastoral counseling center, and in 
1957, Albert Danielsen co-founded what is now called the 
Danielsen Institute at Boston University, a licensed men-
tal health clinic. He likened his vision of the Institute to a 
tiny seed blossoming into a soaring tree, and, aptly, the 
center has now flourished into a place for research and 
training as well as counseling. Jessie Danielsen passed 
away in 1997, nearly a decade after Albert's death, and 
this spring the Institute received their bequests, totaling 
$6 million, which assures that the Institute will continue 
to thrive both as a center for research and teaching and as 
a source of counseling. —Jennifer Gormanous 
Supplement to 
Bostonia magazine 
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Gifts and Pledges of $1,000,000 
and over 
Anonymous (2) 
Esrare of Albert Danielson 
Esrate of Jesse Boyd Danielson SED'39 
Sarkis J. Kechejian MED'63 
Gifts and Pledges of $500,000 to 
$999,999.99 
Allen I. Quesrrom SMG'64 
Wesley R. Skinner 
Gifts of $100,000 to $499,999.99 
Anonymous (2) 
Merwyn Bagan MED'62, SPH'95 
Joseph Borozne SED'52, '53, '57 
Earle M. Chiles 
Yi-Chuan Ching MED'58 
Henrierra De Benedicris 
Richard B. DeWolfe MET'71, 73 
J. Newron Esdaile CAS'24, LAW27, '29 
Bonnie T. Feld CAS'73 
Kenneth J. Feld SMG'70 
Walrer D. Finch SMG'35 
Laura K. Hooper GRS'48 
Mr. and Mrs. Jassim M. Jaidah 
Nancy R. Joaquim SFA'60 
Richard R. Joaquim SFA'59 
Esrella I. Leach 
Richard P. Levine 
Frank J. Miselis MED'45 
Molly Neher 
Timorhy Neher GSM'71 
Frederick S. Pardee SMG'54, GSM'54 
Deborah Salronsrall Pease 
Elayne Russek 
Herberr Schilder 
Joan B. Schilder GRS'77 
Mr. and Mrs. Charoen Sirivadhanabhakdi 
Barbara Sloane 
Marshall M. Sloane SMG'49 
Aileene B. Sweerser 
Elliott H. Sweetser MED'43 
Mary U. Taylor 
Gerald Tsai Jr. CAS'49, GRS'49, SMG'51 
Harriet M. Wall SAR'40 
Jon and Elizabeth Westling 
Gifts of $25,000 to $99,999.99 
Anonymous 
A. Clinton Allen 
Lawson Prince Allen SSW'90 
Dr. and Mrs. Jusrin Lee Altshuler 
Terry L. Andreas COM'64 
David A. Baer 
Jessica S. Baer 
Jean Barzelay* 
Ross Barzelay SMG'44, SED'47t* 
Anne F. Brooke 
Edward W. Brooke LAW48, '50, Hon.'68 
Wilmer B. Buckland MED'37 
John D. Cannon 
Gerald S. J. Cassidy 
Christine L. Chase 
Van Chu ENG'72, GSM'77 
Richard D. Cohen CGS'67, SMG'69 
Elizabeth Delude-Dix 
Millard Drexler GSM'68 
Mr. and Mrs. Irchko Ezratti 
Ira D. Feinberg LAW'63t 
Bruce J. Feirstein COM'75 
Orrie M. Friedman 
Agostino Galluzzo COM'69 
Janie Galluzzo CAS'70 
Richard Carrier Godfrey LAW'79 
Nancy L. Griswold 
Carl C. Howard SRE'29 
Esther B. Kahn SED'55, Hon.'86 
Gitta M. Kurlar SMG'63, LAW'65 
Alberr Kwong 
Marthew C. T. Kwong 
Edward S. Lanciani MET'52 
Harold S. Larkin 
Louis E. Lataif SMG'61, Hon.'90 
Lino Lazazzera 
Alan M. Levenrhal 
George D. Lilly CGS'54, COM'56 
Eli Lipcon SMG'67* 
Janet Palmer Lipcon 
William E Macauley LAW'69 
Douglas N. Maclnnis MED'46 
Linda P. Marsh 
Edward 1. Masterman 
Donald R. McCaul SSW'58 
Richard W Neu CAS'61 
Dean Entratter Palin SMG'90 
N. Neal Pike LAW'37 
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Pisacane 
Sue B. Reamer GSM'83 
Kenneth W. Rendell MET'64 
Carlos M. Samour GRS'50 
Marjorie W. Sloper 
Clark R. Smirh 
John F. Smith Jr. GSM'65, Hon.'93* 
Naomi M. Stanhaus SSW'70 
Maria N. Stata CAS'62 
Ray Stata 
John M. Stewart 
David S.Taub SMG'61 
Stephen Waters 
Henry O. White MED'53 
Mr. and Mrs. Moshe Yanai 
Mr. and Mrs. Basil S. Yanakakis 
Gifts of $1,000 to $24,999.99 
Anonymous (21) 
Helen Domin Abbot CAS'34 
John E. Abele 
Jack W Aber 
Margery Ablon CAS'71 
R. Richard Ablon CAS'71 
David E. Abrams 
Joseph J. H. Ackerman CAS'71 
Erhel G. Ackley SSW'54 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Adams 
William D. Adams 
Warren J. Adelson CAS'63, GRS'64 
Susan P. Aguado 
Steve G. Agular 
Louis J. Aiello MED'35 
Paul A. Aiello MED'84 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Ajemian 
Dwight M. Akers MED'53 
George Albrecht 
Marlene H. Alderman 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Aldrich 
Benjamin M. Alexander 
Arthur Levi Alleyne 
Mr. and Mrs. Hamad M. Al-Marei 
Joel J. Alpert 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Alperr 
Barry R. Alter CAS'67, MED'71 
Mr. and Mrs. David Altshuler 
Anthony L. Amonte CAS'92 
Edward E Andersen MED'64 
Carol E. Anderson MED'72 
Philip J. Andrews MED'61 
Bonnie Arrman Anfang 
Harold S. Ansin SMG'30 
Ronald M. Ansin 
Thomas T. Antonecchia LAW'67 
Muriel Muir Appleron SAR'48, SED'51 
James Y. Apteker MET'88 
Michael L. J. Apuzzo MED'65 
Philip J. Arena MED'61 
Jeanne F. Arnold MED'61 
Ann Aschengrau 
Dr. and Mrs. Gamil R. Ashamalla 
Robert D. Asher 
Jean E. Asmar SDM'91, '91 
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Atkins 
William Y.W.Au CAS'51, MED'55* 
Justin E. Aurbach SDM'72 
Richard K. Babayan 
David E. Bader CGS'60, SMG'62 
Andrew R. Baer COM'69t 
Ellen Peck Baer COM'69 
Roberr J. Bagdasarian LAW60 
Thomas C. Bagnoli MED'64 
E Lee Bailey LAW60 
David G. Baird Jr. 
Lloyd S. Baird 
Barbara J. Baker MED'70 
Daniel V. Bakinowski CAS'72, LAW'80 
Richard F. Balsam 
Kay W Bander 
Martin S. Bander COM'50 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert M. Bank 
David J. Baraban 
Donna R. Barnard MED'65 
Douglas E. Barnard MED'65 
Catherine Barnes 
Alice H. Barreca SAR'53 
Christopher A. Barreca , DGE'50, LAW53* 
Nancy E. Barton LAW'76 
Marjory Baruch 
George J. Basbanes SMG'63, LAW'65 
Charles E. Bascom ENG'64 
Charles W D. Bassett CAS'57, SED'60 
Baron K. Bates* 
Amberson C. Bauer Jr. SDM'70 
Howard C. Beane MED'57 
Philip S. Beck LAW'76 
James M. Becker 
Lisa G. Beckerman LAW'89 
Mr. and Mrs. Perer Beckwirh 
Robert W Beecher SMG'57* 
Edward A. Beeman MED'47 
Nancy Beeuwkes SON'62, '69 
Betty J. Behr SMG'70 
Mary I. Bell 
Neal D. Bellanti 
Susan J. Bellinger SSW'63 
Andrew L. Benson LAW'52 
Geoffrey Bentley* 
Barry D. Berkal LAW'50 
Carherine Berkey GRS'75 
Dennis D. Berkey 
James A. Berluti COM'78 
Victor L. Berman CAS'62, GSM'66 
Isidor Bernsrein 
Jane Bernstein 
Leonard Bernstein SDM'60, SPH'95 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald A. Berube 
Henry M. Biagi CAS'65, GRS'66 
William J. Bicknell 
Benjamin E. Bierbaum 
Margaret A. S. Biggar 
David W. Bishop MED'46 
George S. Bissell 
Kirk R. Biszick ENG89 
Howard Bittner SDM'95 
Margaret E. Black CAS'67* 
John Bladon* 
Elizabeth M. Blaicher SMG'76, GSM'78* 
Adrian V. Blake 
Charles M. Bliss MED'63 
William D. Bloom CGS'82, SMG84 
Maxwell V. Blum SMG'48 
Zvi I. Bodie 
Elsa Chaffee BodonMED'41 
Nancy Boespflug 
Pamela Tanner Boll 
Arthur Bond Jr. 
Frank E. Bonner SDM'76 
Donald E Booth 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Boorh 
S. Arrhur Boruchoff MED'51 
Craig T Bouchard 
Frederic A. Bourke Jr. 
Joseph L. Bower 
Daniel A. Boyd 
Robert Boyer SMG'42 
Marjory Boyles-Hopkinson STH'35 
Susan E. Bradford CAS'67, MED'67 
Ernest A. Bragg Jr., CAS'39, GRS'40, MED'43 
Raymond L. Braham SDM'70, 70 
Sruarr R. Breidbart LAW'69 
Leo R. Breirman GSM'65* 
William E Brennan SDM'70 
George W W Brewsrer HI CAS'63 
Roger L. Bridgeman COM'77 
William D. Brizzee SDM'93 
Katherine K. Brobeck 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Broder 
Richard J. Broderick SMG'47 
Jeanne M. Brodeur 
Barry C. Brooks DGE'52, COM'54 
Richard L. Brooks COM'61 
Eugene and Virginia Brown 
Roberr H. Brown MED'65 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen L. Brown 
Garey M. Browne Jr. CGS'56 
Robert A. Bruce CAS'38 
Nancy W. Bruley SSW'50 
Alan S. Buchholz* 
Donna Carry Buchholz MET'80, GSM'92* 
Barbara Hayes Buell SPH'94* 
Mary C. Bulerza SMG'80 
Sylvia K. Burack Hon.'85 
Francis D. Burke 
Mary C. Burke MED'83 
Regina Burke 
Matthew J. and Deborah P. Burns 
Mr. and Mrs. George Burr 
David G. Burros SDM'93 
Kathleen A. Bursley 
Harold Burson Hon.'88 
Maxwell Burstein 
John C. Burville 
Carherine F. Buttenwieser SSW'63 
James S.Byas Jr. SDM'73, 73 
Dennis M. Byrne 
Clark Byse 
Elinor Hunr Caines PAL'30, GSM'54 
Dorothy D. Cameron 
Suzanne Campagna GRS'52 
Duncan W Campbell MED'54 
Max Canter LAW'25 
John G. Carberry 
Margaret P. Cardozo 
Robert J. Carey MED'54 
Owen M. Carle SMG'43 
C. Richard Carlson MET70 
Desiree Carlson 
Russell K. Carney 
David W. Carpenter LAW'75 
Gilman W. Carr SDM'95 
Richard D. Carr 
Arrhur P. Carriere CAS'58, MED'62 
Florence Carriuolo 
Andrew M. Carrer 
Richard L. Carrwrighr 
Frank Casanova SDM75 
H.Lee Casper CGS'51, CAS'53 
Ronald A. Cass 
Michael J. Cassidy MED'73 
Carlo Casrellucci SDM'83, '85 
Jane H. Carrerson SED'57, '59 
Joseph R. Cave SDM'89 
Ann C. Cea MED'67 
E. Mauricio Ceballos SDM'94 
David M. Center MED'72, CAS72 
Sharon A. Cermak SAR72, SED'81 
Aldo E. Cesarini SMG'42* 
David B. Chag 
Thomas H. Chamberlain SMG'60* 
Thomas E. Chamberlain ENG'61 
Geraldine E. Champion LAW'89 
Lynne Champion 
Gerald M. Charm CAS'68 
Edmond E. Charrette MED'62 
Laura R. Chasin 
Robert E. Chavez SDM74, 74 
Roberr S. Chernack 
Jeremy Chess MED'70, CAS'70 
Frederick H. Chicos 
Dr. and Mrs. Hee Man Chie 
Julia Child Hon.'76 
Toy Har Chin CAS'56* 
Aram V. Chobanian 
Dr. and Mrs. Keran M. Chobanian 
Irene Christopher CAS'44 
David J. ChronleyMED74 
Howard L Clark Jr. SMG'67 
Margaret E. Clark SAR'47 
Martha Fuller Clark GRS'77 
Roberr H.Clark Jr. SMG'64* 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel K. Clark 
Arthur D. Clarke and Susan P. Sloan 
John F.Clarke Jr. CAS'50 
Terence M. Clarke COM'63, '89 
Clyde R. Claus CAS'56 
Mr. and Mrs. John Clippinger 
Allan W Clough SMG'40* 
Robert C. Cochran MED'60 
Lorraine E Cocolis SAR'63 
Jane S. Coe 
Jay D. Coffman MED'54 
Bernard Cohen LAW48 
Berrram M. Cohen 
Brian S. Cohen COM'78 
Carolyn A. Cohen SAR'65 
Gail Jeffee Cohen COM'78 
Gerard H. Cohen LAW'62 
John M. Cohen 
Paul A. Cohen 
Rosalie M. Cohen SED'58 
SherrylW. Cohen GRS'60 
Warren H. Cohen SMG75 
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Colcord 
Dorothy Cole 
Elliot H. Cole COM'54, LAW60 
Denise M. Coll 
Juan J. Collas CAS'83 
Mr. and Mrs. John Collerti 
Theodore Colron 
John R. Conant SMG'49 
Dr. and Mrs. Loring Conanr 
Joseph P. Concannon DGE'59, CAS'61* 
John P Condakes CAS'43, LAW'49 
Douglas A. Conigliaro MED'84, CAS'84 
John W Connery CAS'69 
Parricia A. Connolly MED'84 
Barbara Brower Conover LAW'72 
Catherine M. Conover 
Maria Constantinidis 
Biagio A. Conte CAS'52 
Earle C. Cooley LAW'57 
Bernard M. Corbert CAS'83 
J. Elliott Corbett 
John M. Corcoran 
Henry M. Corey SMG'42* 
Herbert I. Corkin 
Ronald B. Corley 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic G. Corneel 
Albert C. Cornelio LAW'57 
Alan M. Coslov SMG71 
David L. Coulter 
Joan Countryman 
Robert P. Coyne SED70, 71 
Susan A. Coyne SON'68 
Prescott C. Crafts Jr. SMG'42* 
Barbara B. Creed LAW'69 
Harvey A. Creem SMG'64* 
M. Cornelia Cremens SPH'83, MED'88 
Adam D. Crescenzi ENG'64* 
Sally Crockerr PAL'27 
William E. Crofur 
Roberr D. Cron SMG'37* 
Rurh E. Cron PAL'37* 
Mr. and Mrs. Caspar Cronk 
Raymond O. Crosby Jr. CAS'58, GRS'59 
Andrew B. Crummy Jr. MED'55 
George Cubanski CAS'76* 
'marched gift tdeceased 
m 
Arrhur J. Culbert Jr. COM75, GRS'82 
Parricia Duffy Culhane 
Neil Cullen 
Maureen E. Cullinane GSM'81* 
Ronald C. Curhan 
Larry E. Curry SMG'68* 
Charles B. Curtis LAW'65 
Betty Borgh Cushman 
Suzanne Cutler SMG'61 
Lucile L. Dahlstrom 
David F. D'Alessandro 
Joseph L Daly SMG'43 
Clemenr A. Damicone 
Harriet Dann 
Susan Mary Danseyar SED'82 
Alexander V. d'ArbelofF 
Lyman A. Davenport MED'68 
Caroline D. Davis LAW'79 
John Davis 
Robert Davoli 
Helene R. Day GRS'71 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dayton 
PaulK.DeatsJr.STH'54,GRS'54 
R. F. DeBesse SMG'52* 
Edson D. de Casrro 
Peter J. Deckers MED'66 
Eugene DeClercq 
Wilfred L. DeCoursy SMG'61 
Edwin J. and Alice B. Delattre* 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. DeLima 
Mr. and Mrs. Srephen Delinsky 
Charles DeLisi 
Thomas J. DeMarco GRS'68, SDM'68 
Alvin L. Denman STH'56, GRS'67 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Denn 
Mr. and Mrs. George E Denny III 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack DerAvedisian 
Raymond E. Desaurels SMG'4l, GSM'49* 
Roger P. Desilets Jr. SDM'72 
Martin P. Desmery LAW'87 
Jean E. De Valpine 
Laurie T. Dewey 
Daniel Deykin 
Richard D. Dickinson STH'54, GRS'59 
Richard Dierer SMG'65* 
Paul M. Dietterich STH'53, '61 
Eugene M. DiGiovanni CAS72, MED'73 
Louis A. Dilorio CGS'53, COM'55 
Srephen DiMarco 
Ted R. Dinrersmith 
Ronald R. Dion CAS'68 
Paul E. Dixon Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Dober 
Ann S. Dodge 
Dexrer A. Dodge SMG'56 
Armen Dohanian SMG'43 
John V. Dolbec SDM'96, '96 
Parricia K. Donahoe SAR'5 8 
Charles L. Donahue Jr.* 
John F. Donahue LAW'58 
Richard K. Donahue LAW'51 
Elizabeth C.Dooling MED'65 
Frederick G. Doran CAS'51, MED'55 
Robert W Doran 
Elaine D'Orio SMG'67 
Frank D'Orio Jr. SMG'67 
Gail H. Douglas SON'68, SPH'88* 
R. Stephen Doyle 
Elliot L. Driben 
Michael S. Drucker MED'69 
Stephen V. Dubin LAW'61* 
Robert L Dubofsky SMG'61 
Doris J. Dulac MET'71* 
Leon E. Dulac Jr. CGS'53, COM'55 
Srephen Dungan* 
Robert C. Dunkless SMG'77, LAW'85 
Mary H. Dunn 
William J. Dunn 
Jane Dustan 
Patrick W. Duthie CAS'90, GRS'90* 
Wesley H. Eaton SMG'43 
Alan M. Edelstein SMG'47, LAW'49 
Golda M. Edinburg SSW46 
Dean S. Edmonds Jr. 
Shirley G. Efroymson-Kahn SAR'47 
Alfred J. Egenhofer LAW'70 
Hermann F. Eilts Hon.78 
Thomas A. Einhorn 
Roland D. Elderkin SSW'41 
'matched gift t deceased 
Marcello A. Elicone 
David L Elliott GSM'91 
Maria Embricos 
Richard S. Emmet 
Willis M. Emmons 
Saul Engelbourg 
Michael A. Eruzione SED'77 
Annette Schaffer Eskind SSW'51 
Beatrice A. Espovich 
Jay H. Espovich LAW'70 
Mr. and Mrs. Luiz N. Estevao de Oliveira 
Hannah G. and Ralph L. Evans Jr. 
Winifred F. Ewing 
Mr. and Mrs. Wissam Ezzedine 
Dr. and Mrs. Oleg A. Faigel 
Jonathan D. Fain SMG72 
Harrison W. Farber 
Paul V Farren CGS'81, SMG'83 
Julio J. Farulla SMG'58 
Joseph S. Fasrow MED'70 
Sheldon M. Fechtor CAS'55 
Srephen B. Feder LAW'81 
Robert B. Fehlman STH'50, '55 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Feinerman 
William A. Felder SMG'64 
Geraldine L. Feldman CAS'69, MED'69 
Marrin T. Feldman CAS'68, MED'68 
Robert G. Feldman 
Sidney J. Feltenstein Jr. COM'62 
John E. Ferris SMG75* 
Joseph T. Ferrucci III 
Edward T. Ferry 
William C. Field III GSM'91 
Alice S. Filie SMG'30 
Edward M. Fine MED'72 
I. Howard Fine MED'66 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger S. Fine* 
Linda T. Finkelsrein 
Samuel Finkielsztein 
George A. Finley III 
JohnJ. Finn CAS'74, LAW'80 
Janer C. Fisher 
Eric R. Fishman SMG'84 
Frederick B. Fitts Jr. CAS'65 
Duane D. Fitzgerald CGS'58, SMG'61, LAW'63 
Edwin J. Firzpatrick Jr. CGS'70, CAS'72 
Ellen J. Flannery LAW'78* 
Arrhur S. Flashman SMG'84 
E. Norman Flayderman DGE'50, CAS'52 
William Fleming 
Richard A. Flier CGS'67, COM'69 
Judith M. Flynn 
Robert J. Foley SMG'79, LAW'87* 
Marie A. Fontana 
Mr. and Mrs. George Foote 
Edward W Forbes CAS'69, MED'69 
Richard K. Forsrer MED'63 
Cheryl Forte 
Edward M. Fox LAW'85 
Frederick L. Fox MED'68 
Louis J. Fox LAW'68 
Stephen J. Frame SDM'89 
Daniel R. Frank SMG'79 
Marta M. Frank SON'69, 74 
Robert S. Frankel MED'47 
Tamar Frankel 
Spencer N. Frankl 
Allen Fraser 
Enoch A. Frederick SMG'31 
Marilynn C. Frederiksen MED74 
A. Perer Frederickson DGE'50, COM'52, GSM'67* 
Phyllis W Freed 
Albert L. Freedman MED'51 
Janet Freeman 
Sumner L Freeman GRS'51, MED'55 
Michael D. Fricklas LAW'84 
Judie B. Friedberg-Chessin SED'59 
Monte Friedkin 
Eleanor Friedman 
Ephraim Friedman 
Jacob W Friedman 
Morron H. Friedman SMG'43 
William H. Frishman CAS'69, MED'69 
Albert E. Fuller LAW'59 
Carolyn Jacoby Gabbay CAS73, LAW'76 
Ronald S. Gabriel MED'63 
Chrisropher Gabrieli 
Hilary C. Gabrieli LAW'90 
John J. Gaffey SMG'51 
Thomas G. Gallagher 
Ralph G. Ganick CAS'67, MED'67 
Steven H. Gans 
Raul I. Garcia 
D. Baldwin Gardner 
Michael J. Gardner DGE'64, SMG'66 
Steven M. Garfinkle MET72 
Robert Garis 
John R. Garnert 
Victor J. Garo SMG'63, LAW'65 
Jeanne M. Garvin MED'72, CAS'72 
William F. Garvin MED'72 
James T. Gass 
Judith L. Gass 
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Gates III 
William E. Gates SED'60 
Edward T. Geary SMG'77 
Carol Gebhardt 
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Gelb 
Stanley J. Gelin SMG'49 
John C. Gentile SDM'82 
Celina Gerbic CAS'88, LAW91 
Sadye A. GerebotT SMG'311 
Samuel J. Gerson GSM'68 
Ellen Gerstle DGE'66, CAS'68 
Paul M. Gertman 
Edward J. Gesick SMG'37 
Charles Getz SMG'77 
Valerie A. Giardini SFA71, 74, GSM'82* 
Francis J. Gibbons SMG'31, GSM'35 
Michele V. Gibbons-Can GRS76, '82 
Amy S. Gifaldi CAS'82, GRS'88, MED'88 
Robert D. Gifford SMG'59 
Brendan F. Gilbane DGE'50, COM'52, GRS'59 
Richard Gilbride 
Robert Gilkes 
Joanne S. Gill LAW'87 
Robert E. Gilson 
Neal D. Gittleman MED'84, CAS'84 
Leonard H. Glanrz CAS'70, LAW'73 
Hannelore Glaser CAS'71, GRS'77, GSM'81 
Lawrence Glovin SMG'57* 
Robert J. Glovsky LAW'76 
Julianne Glowacki CAS'66 
Gil Golan CAS'90* 
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Gold 
Mate S. Goldberg SMG'64* 
Sruarr B. Goldberg SMG'83 
Richard J. Golden GSM77* 
Robert S. Golden SMG'64 
Arnold Goldenberg MED'54 
Philip T.Goldenberg MED'46 
Deborah J. Golder CAS'60 
Stephen L. Goldfaden SDM'73 
Robert B. Goldfatb LAW'67 
Guido Goldman 
Marshall I. and Merle Goldman 
Robert P. Goldman CGS'66, SMG'68, GSM'71 
Alvin Goldsmirh SMG'43 
Mark N. Goldstein MED74 
Marvin M. Goldstein LAW'69 
Michael D. Goldstein 
Steven W Goode 
Alvin S. Goodman SDM'73, 73 
Amy L. Goodman LAW'75 
Charlotte Goodwyn 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce A. Gordon 
Malcolm Gordon MED'48 
Roger H. Gordon 
Sarah Barringer Gordon 
Michael T. Gorman 
Francine S. Goss CAS'78 
Doris Grabosky 
JohnT. Grady Jr. CAS'72 
Donald J. Grande MED'73 
Richard L. Grande 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick B. Granr 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Jeremy Granrham* 
Alan Winsron Granwell LAW'68, '69 
J. Duncan Gratton CAS'80 
Dana T. Graves 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Gray 
JohnE. Gray Jr. SMG'79 
Stephen Gray 
Dr. and Mrs. Clifton A. Grayer Jr. 
Scott M. Green LAW'80* 
Maureen L Greenbaum MET72 
Narhan Greenberg SMG'42 
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Greenblart 
Reva Greenburg 
Davis Greene 
Harry L. Greene II 
Joan Greene 
William E. R. Greer MED'43 
Clare Russell Gregorian 
Vartan Gregorian Hon.'83 
Howard A. Grey 
Nancy M. Griffin 
Barbara E. Grill CAS'63 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grill 
William H. Groner LAW'80 
Earle Groper LAW'58 
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip T. Gross 
Mike Grossman GSM'47 
Robert E. Grover SDM'92 
Peter Grua 
Paul A. Guden 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward N. Guleserian 
Graham Gund 
BerrL. Gusrae LAW'61 
L. Carlisle Gustin CGS'65, COM'67* 
Jane Gwyn 
Ernest M. Haddad LAW'64 
Frank L. Hadden III 
Philip N. Hadley DGE'49, SED'51, '52 
Joseph H. Hagan SED'60, Hon.'93 
Jon Hagler 
Lucy Halperin CGS75, SMG'77 
Richard E. Halperin CGS74, COM76* 
Jean P. Hammond CAS'76 
Sung E. Han SFA'85 
David N. Haney CAS75 
Walter E. Hanley Jr. LAW'76 
Jeanne M. Hannan SAR'53 
Carolyn E. Hannauer 
David F. Hannon 
Dolly D. Hansen 
George Hansen SMG'41* 
Arnold C. Hanson CAS'48 
John F. Hanson SDM'64 
Michael E Hanson 
Charles P. Hapcook 
Alfred C. Harcourt SMG39, GSM'45 
G. Felda Hardymon 
Elisabeth Harper 
Caryn Levine Harris SED'73 
Mercia M. Harrison 
Douglas E. Harr SMG76 
David E. Hard CGS'60, COM'62, SED'65 
William P. Hard CAS'64* 
Susan R. Hartley CAS'76 
David B. Harrmann MED'70 
Edward J. Harrnerr SMG'54, GSM'58* 
Lisberh Rashkind Harrzell SED'77 
Kenneth J. Hatten 
Bruce Hauben 
Dean Miller Hauseman III SDM'87 
H. Perer Haveles Jr. LAW'80 
Edward J. Hawie LAW'62 
Ralph D. Hawkins SDM'89 
Robert WHawley Jr. SMG74 
Michihiko Hayashida CAS'49, MED'53 
Linda Hayes 
Annamarie Hayes-Eggerr CAS'47, GRS'48, SED78 
C. Douglas Hayward STH'46, '50 
Elizabeth Hazard GRS'88, '95 
Phillip W. Head SDM'92 
Donald A. Heard 
Robert W Healy MED'67 
Sam Hedrick GRS'35, STH'35, '36 
Peter H. Heerwagen CAS'68 
Gregory G. Hein SDM'96, '96 
Joseph P. Helyar DGE'63, CAS'66 
Mary-Jane Hemperley Hon.'88 
Lester K. Henderson Jr. MED'69 
Allan E Henry 
John Herbert 
Eileen M. Herlihy LAW'82 
George M. Herlihy LAW'47 
Sigmund E. Herzstein 
Jerrold R. Hickey 
Mr. and Mrs. William Hicks 
Nancy M. Highbarger LAW'76* 
Craig C. Hill 
Thomas G. Hill COM'84 
Timothy T. Hilton LAW'78 
Robert S. Hinds SMG'43 
George L. Hines CAS'69, MED'69 
Ann S. Hintlian 
Charles A. Hirsch LAW60 
Michael G. Hirsh MED'63 
James M. Hobin Jr. CGS'64 
Betsy B. Hochberg CAS75 
Laurence J. Hoffman LAW'67 
Marvin J. Hoffman MED'47 
FlorianaT Hogan PAL'40, GRS'41, '55 
Craig A. Holch CAS'83 
Michael E Holick 
Richard G.Holland Jr. SMG'49 
Stephen Holland 
David E. Hollowell ENG'69, 72, GSM74 
Kathleen A. Hollowell GRS'71, SED'77 
John N. Homan CAS'81 
John P. Hoover Jr. SDM'96, '96 
Esrher A. H. Hopkins CAS'47* 
Anne Hornung-Soukup 
J. Robert Horst LAW'71* 
Alan N. Horwirz SMG'65 
Wayne V. Horzakorgian SDM'83, '84 
Barbara Hough* 
Charles W House SMG'38, SED'58 
Karen Elliott House* 
Linda D. Howell 
Maria THoyo SDM'91 
Gregory E. Hudson CAS73, LAW'76, GSM77* 
Christopher V. Hughes 
Richard E. Hunter MED'44 
Ruth A. Hunter ENG'64, GSM'86 
Barbara A. Hurley 
Herberr J. Hurwitz 
Jeffrey Hurter 
Harry M. Iannorri MED'66 
John P. Iappini SMG'68, GSM77 
Malcolm G. Idelson MED'53 
David Ingall CAS'52, GRS'53, MED'57 
Manuel Ingall GRS'51, MED'55 
EnaT. Irving SAR'33, SED'55 
Roscoe E. Irving SMG'49* 
Lois Isenman 
Ida Israel 
Milron Issenberg SMG'42 
Hideo H. Itabashi CAS'49, MED'54 
Melvin Izen SMG'47 
Shirley Sloane Izen SMG'46 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Izzi 
Constance E. Jackson SED'63, '66, 74 
David R. Jackson MED'58 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira A. Jackson* 
Dr. and Mrs. James H. Jackson 
Orron P. Jackson Jr. CAS74 
Hyun-Soo Jang 
Mary Ann Jasairis SAR'66 
Robert A. Jaye SED'93 
Peter F. Jeffries MED'60 
A. Diehl Jenkins CAS'65 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Jerlin 
Richard J. Jodka GSM'68* 
Luci Baines Johnson 
Ronald H. Johnson ENG'59 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Curtis Johnson* 
William R. Jones SMG'50 
Artemis A. W Joukowsky LAW'58 
John S. Kacewicz SDM75, 77 
Sholly Kagan 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Kalman 
Abdulaziz A. Kamel 
Peter Kamenstein 
Benjamin Kaminer 
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Kamirses 
Warren Kanrrowitz MED'60* 
JonT. Kapala SDM'68, 77 
Donald M. Kaplan MED'73 
Lawrence E. Kaplan SMG'65, LAW'68 
Robert J. KaplusSMG7l 
Bruce E. Karatz CAS'67 
Richard C. Kardovich SDM'70, 70 
Muriel Kasdon 
Amalie Kass 
John P. Katzenberg CAS'77, MED'81 
Charlotte R. Kaufman SFA'68 
Glenda Kaufman DGE'68, SED70, 71 
Sumner Kaufman 
Mr. and Mrs. George Kauntz 
Paul B. Kazarian 
Richard C.Keane Jr. COM'66 
Karhleen Kearns 
Joanne K. Kelleher GRS76* 
John F. Kelliher COM'60* 
Edward B. Kellogg 
Deborah Kelly 
Carolyn Besserre Kennedy CGS'85, SED'88 
Charles K. Kenosian GRS'60 
Elisabeth M. Kenosian DGE'49, CAS'51, GRS'52 
Jane W Kessler 
Consrance C. Kieley 
Thomas B. Kilgore 
Howard M. Kilguss CAS'67 
James D.Killian GRS'51 
Paul J. Killoran MED'54 
Kernan F.King LAW'68, 71 
RurhA. KingCAS'30 
James E. Kinlan 
Barbara M. Kirchheimer 
John M. Kinross COM'52 
William H. Kleh LAW'71 
Jeffrey K. Klingenstein CAS'72, MED75 
David Klurchman 
Dzidra J. Knecht 
Delos L. Knight III 
W Ralph Knowles 
Robert A. Knox CAS'74, SMG75 
Hnin Hnin Ko SPH'95* 
Frederick R. Kobrick CAS'69 
Dr. and Mrs. Baroukh E. Kodsi 
John N. Kogan 
Burton I. Korelitz MED'51 
Blanche KorngoldSED'81 
Lawrence M. Kosow SMG75, GSM'77 
Dane R. Kostin LAW'72* 
Michele G. Kostin CAS'70, LAW'72* 
Raymond Lowell Kotcher COM'79 
Phyllis H. Koteen MED'42 
Ruth L. Korlier SED'52, SAR'43 
Gail S. Kaplan Kraft MED'70 
Mary Kraft CAS'72, MED'75 
Fred M. Krainin MED'81, CAS'81 
Paul S. Kramer SMG'53, GSM'54* 
Julia G Krapf 
Lucy Krasnor 
Gary A. Kraut CGS'64, COM'66 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas A. Kreeger 
Jane P. Krensky SFA'65 
Paul M. Krepelka 
Hal M. Krisbergh GSM72 
Carolyn S. Kroll SSW'96 
James E. Krughoff 
Caryl Jacobs Kuchman SMG'79* 
Ralph A. Kulberg CAS'52 
JoAnn Kumins MET75, SSW'89 
Thomas H. Kunz 
Martin Kupferberg 
Eric Kwan SDM'91,'92 
Alan J. LaBonre GSM'98 
Paul A. La Camera COM'66, MET'74* 
Robbie S. Lacrirz 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ladd 
Dorothy P. Ladd 
Helen P. Ladd 
Muriel LaFarge 
Edwin C. Laird SMG'66 
James H. Laird STH'43, GRS'46 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Laker 
Merrill W Lakin SMG'47* 
Benjamin F. Lambert CAS'55* 
Peter D. Lamm CAS'74 
Mary Lampel 
William I. Lampel 
William Landau LAW'59 
John N. Landi DGE'53, COM'55 
Jacob Landsberg SDM'84 
Lawrence E. Langsam SMG'57 
Mike Lannan 
Alan B. Larkin 
Susan Larkin 
Patricia I. Larsen 
Jonarhan H. Lass CAS'72, MED'73 
Cynthia M. Latta* 
Carol A. Laucus 
Terry Laughren SMG'61 
John F. Lawlor CAS'60, GRS'63, 70 
Frances Lawrence-Aikman SED78 
Charles Reiner Lax SMG'82 
Roberr G. Layton MED'72 
Harold L. Lazar CAS'72, MED74 
David A. Leach SDM'84 
JohnA Leaman Jr. SED'59, '60 
Rita V. Leaman SED'59 
William E Leamey DGE'48, SMG'51 
Richard F. Leavitt SMG'62 
Wallace B. Lebowitz MED'56 
John E. LeComte LAW'58 
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Kwok-Chen Lee* 
Mr. and Mrs. David LeFebvre 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lehner 
Howard M. Leibowirz 
Bersy Leight 
Robert K. Leik 
Paul M. Leiman CAS'72, MED74 
C. Martin Leinwand CAS'61 
Necrar G. Lennox 
Jerome Lerman 
Irma M. Lessell MED77 
Chrisrine W Lerrs 
Alice Levine 
Lillian C. Levine LAW'46 
Melvin J. Levine LAW47, '51 
Ruth R. Levine 
Scott A. Levine 
Norman G. Levinsky 
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Levis 
Lewis J. Levitan SDM76 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Levitt* 
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Levy 
George H. Lewald CAS'48, LAW'51 
Mr. and Mrs. George Lewis 
Robert M. Lincer MED'81, CAS'81 
Martha O'Neill Lindeman COM'81 
Barbara Linder 
Joanne Monrgomery Link STH'59 
Sumner H. Lipman SMG'63, LAW'66 
Dr. and Mrs. Srephen Lipsig 
Paul D. Lipsitt LAW'52 
Susan Lloyd 
Jon C. Lochner CAS'69, MED'69 
Helen S. Lockhart CAS'40, SED'51* 
Charlotte E. Loew MED'73 
Donald E. Loew 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Lonner 
Mr. and Mrs. Srephen Lorch 
Joseph Loscalzo 
Beverly J. Loudin MED'83 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Lowell II 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Lozick 
Howard J. Ludington SDM'85, 'S5 
William P. Luke MED'55 • 
Mr. and Mrs. Osberr Lyman 
John D. Lynch III MED'73 
Marrin W Lynn CAS'77 
Royal M. MacDonald CGS'59, SMG'61 
Margo Mack 
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Mackay 
Regina B. Mackey 
A. Harold MacNeil SMG'33 
Edward E MacNichol Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Maddox 
Joseph E. Magaro MED'6l 
Monique A. Magliozzi 
Ronald T. Maheu GSM'69* 
George K. Makechnie SED'29, '31, Hon.79 
Mr. and Mrs. Alkis C. Makrides 
William I. Malamud Jr. MED'54, Hon.'60 
Herbert Maletz 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Maletz 
Joan B. Malick SFA'65, SED70 
Christopher Mamonas CAS'36, MED'39 
Kevin Mancuso CAS'71 
Neal Mandell MED'86 
Thalia I. Mandell CAS'47 
Barbara C. Manning 
Barry M. Manuel CAS'54, MED'58 
Nicholas J. Manzoli SDM'83,'87 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney G Maranrz 
Ralph C. Marcove CAS'50, MED'54 
Sam A. Margolis CAS'55, GRS'63 
Gladys A. Marple CAS'41 * 
Michael J. Marshall SDM'83, '85, '86 
Chrisrian F. Martin IV SMG78 
Nancy Marrin 
Thomas Martin 
Robert L. Masella 
Francis C. Mason MED'54 
Robert J. Master 
Luigi Mastroianni Jr. MED'50, Hon.73 
Peter E. Masucci CAS'70 
James K. Mathews STH'38 
J. Jay MarloffCAS'4l, MED'43 
Sumner M. Matorin 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey S. Maurer 
Gerald E. Mayo CAS'53 
Mr. and Mrs. Hassan M. M. Mazhar 
John F. McCahan 
Thomas P. McCann 
Edward D. McCarthy CAS'60, LAW'62 
Richard E McCarthy LAW'68 
William L. McCarthy MED'54 
Roberr C. McClure 
James E. McCormick CAS'53 
Sandra Warfield McCracken 
Kathleen I. McCullough 
Donald N. McDonald 
Marion L. McDonald CAS'43 
Marjorie McDonald 
Roger M. McDowell ENG'69* 
Edward J. McGreevey SDM'95 
James F. McHugh LAW'70 
Jeffrey Mclnryre 
John H. Mclver ENG'81, GRS'90* 
Patrice Fox Mclver CAS'82* 
Thomas D. McKiernan CAS'42 
George A. McLaughlin Jr. LAW'57 
Jayna M. McLaughlin SFA'70 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. McNay 
Charlorte J. McNerney 
Robert E Meenan MED'72, GSM'89 
Rita Z. Mehos 
Murray Melbin 
Michael E. Melody 
J. Kenneth Menges Jr. SMG'79 
James 0. Menzoian CAS'63, GRS'65 
Marcy Syms Merns COM75 
Joseph C. Merriam Jr. MED'51 
Daniel M. Merrigan SED'83, SPH'85 
Mr. and Mrs. David Merrill 
Anne Meyer 
Henrietta N. Meyer 
Richard 0. Michaud GRS'69, 71 
William E Michaud LAW'63 
Jack B. Middleton LAW'56 
Eugene B. Mihaly 
Richard E. Mikels SMG'69, LAW'72 
Mary Ann Milano SFA'66 
Frankland W L. Miles Jr. LAW'52 
Barbara E. Millen 
Burton J. Miller 
David R. Miller 
Frances H. Miller LAW'65 
James Miller 
Jeffrey G. Miller 
JohnM. Miller Jr. MED'62 
Melvin B. Miller 
Richard A. Miller 
Steven Abbott Miller MED'70, CAS'70 
James A. Millward 
Michael D. Miness 
Robert P Minihane SED'6l 
Ewajean Mintz GRS'64 
Mr. and Mrs. Bhagwan Mirchandani 
Clifford K. Mirikitani MED'44 
Elliott I. Mishara DGE'51, LAW'55, GSM'61 
David B. Mitchell STH'69, GRS'78 
Elsie Mitchell 
Sally Mirchell 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira A. Molay 
Bartholomew P. Molloy 
Maria P. Monet LAW74 
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Monrague 
Jane I. Monrgomery 
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Montuori 
John J. Morgan Jr. 
Benjamin B. Morrill CGS'52, COM'54, '59 
Rhoda Morrison 
Clarissa Morse 
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Morse 
Mr. and Mrs. Roberr Morse 
Robert J. Moses CAS'68 
James A. Moslow CGS'88, SMG'90 
Daphne Metcalf Mowatt 
Peter J. Mozden MED'53 
Carolyn J. Mugar 
Jeffrey S. Muhlrad MED'75 
Michael A. Mullaney SED76 
Mr. and Mrs. Erhart Muller 
Carlos R. Munoz-Mellowes MED'53, '54 
Dick Munrue 
W Keirh Munsell GSM'71 
Susan Moran Murphy SED78* 
Josephine L. Murray 
Robert A. Murray CAS'72 
Patricia Myrer 
Edward S. Nachr 
H. Robert Nagel SDM74 
Arthur J. Nagle 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Najarian 
F. A. Nakamura CAS'68 
Clare S. Nash LAW'43 
Harold B. Nash LAW'47 
Dan Nathanson SDM'85, '90 
Earl H. Nemser LAW'70 
H. Richard Nesson MED'59 
Mary S. Newman 
Vicror Niederhoffer 
Mary L Niles 
Robert I. Nordsrrand SMG'51, GSM'64 
John J. Norton LAW'59 
Raymond P. Norron III SED'68 
Richard E. Norton SMG'59* 
Gilbert A. Norwood CAS'53, MED'57 
Mary R. Nowak CAS'53, GRS'54 
Thaddeus E Nowak CAS'48, GRS'49, COM'52 
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Nudel 
Jeffry R. Nurenberg CAS'69, MED'69 
Chuk Nwokedi MED'56 
Arrhur S. Obermayer 
Mr. and Mrs. Roland A. Ochsenbein* 
C.Thomas O'Connell MED'57 
Dennis E. O'Connell SED'67 
Joan M. Kampe O'Connor COM'69* 
John F. O'Connor MED'57 
Rose G O'Donnell MET'78 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W Oedel 
Vincent S. O'Hara CAS'53, MED'57 
Mr. and Mrs. Ricard R. Ohrsrrom Jr. 
Michael K. O'Keefe MET'80* 
Ronald J. Oleson SDM'95 
Carl A. Olsson MED'63 
Mr. and Mrs. Terence P. O'Malley 
Peter Onanian 
Albert WOndis CAS'51 
Frank G. Oppenheim GRS74, SDM76, 77 
Nanette Orme-Johnson 
Jacqueline Orr 
Jane P. Orr 
Jerome Ostrov SMG'64 
James H. Ortaway Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Owens 
Henry T. Oyama CAS'53, MED'57 
Lisa L. Paine 
Terrell E Pannkuk SDM'85 
Hytho Haseotes Pantazelos MED'63 
Clement E. Papazian MED'57 
Carol B. Parish SFA74* 
Kenneth R. Parks* 
William R. Parks SDM'71 
Alan M. Parness LAW'70 
Charles R. Parrort SMG'53, LAW'64 
Dianne M. Parrotte MED79, CAS'79 
Robert S. Pastan MED'73 
William B. Patterson SPH'90 
MaryJ. Panon SAR'50 
William L. Patton Jr. DGE'49, COM'51 
Norman L. Paul 
Aubrey H. Payne* 
Mr. and Mrs. Halbert E. Payne 
Lesrer C. Peabody SMG'31 
Arthur M. Pearlman SMG'67 
Richard L. Pearlstone SMG'69 
Wilma Peebles-Wilkins 
Timothy W Penberthy SDM'95, '96 
J. Scott Pennepacker MED'45 
James A. Penney III SDM'94 
Samuel S. Perlman LAW'68 
Dr. and Mrs. Alan D. Perlmutter 
Burt M. Perlmutter MED'63 
Jona A. Perlmutter 
Susan Perna* 
Donald and Sandra Perrin 
R. Norman Peters LAW'65 
A. J. Petras CAS'78* 
Margaret D. Philbrick 
Helen Salem Philbrook SFA'50 
Herbert P. Phillips LAW'57 
Maureen Phillips LAW'77 
Sean Pickert* 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E Pieper 
John B. Pierce Jr. 
Melvin Pierce 
Chrisropher S. Pilalas SMG75 
Dennis L. Pipher SDM77 
Mary Ann Pires COM72 
Bearrice L. Pircher 
James C. Pizzagalli LAW'69 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Plarek 
Doros Platika 
Jennifer A. Pline 
Peter E. Pochi MED'55 
M. Douglass Poiner CAS73, MED76 
Mr. and Mrs. James Poittas 
Theodore Polos MED'47 
Lynn Pompei* 
William E. Poplack MED'63 
Mark A. Popovsky 
Anthony V. Porcelli MED'55 
John H. Porter GRS'69, 76 
Nicholas Poser 
Susan Lukacs Positan CAS'70 
Wayne J. Positan CAS'70 
James E. Post 
Paul F. Poulin GRS75 
Mr. and Mrs. William E Pounds 
Mary Jane Powell 
Julia C. Prart CAS'48, Hon.'78 
Rodney S. Prarr and Liz Lambert 
Nathaniel S. Presron CAS'50 
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald M. Price 
Elron Price GRS'61 
Pierre E. Provosr MED'64 
Sonia M. Puopolo SED'80 
George Purnam 
Sally Quinn CAS'78 
William H. Quinn LAW'73 
Albert G. Quinzani SMG'42 
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Rabinovici 
Perer Rabinowitz 
JohnC. RabyCGS'92* 
Kermit M. Radke SDM'94 
Mr. and Mrs. David V Ragone* 
Srewarr B. Randall COM'80 
Maria Eugenia Ferre Rangel COM'91 
Arrhur R. Ransom Jr. SMG'51* 
James Wyant Rappaport LAW'80 
Hilda Ratner MED'34 
George D. Rautenberg 
Iver S. Ravin MED'40* 
Neil St. John Raymond 
Diane C. Reddoch 
Earle C. Reed SMG'63 
Howards. ReefSMG71 
William S. Reese 
Roberr J. Regan COM79* 
John R. Regier 
Eunice T. Reich-Berman* 
Sally CReid 
Charles E. Reirer III CAS'76 
Richard H.Rencurrel SMG'51 
Kenneth L. Renkens Jr. CAS'76, MED'82 
Dr. and Mrs. George S. Richardson 
Hilda L. Richmond PAL'33 
Robert C. Rier SMG'52 
David Rockefeller Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Rodgers 
Theano J. Rodriguez DGE'51, SED'59 
Mr. and Mrs. Roberr G. Rogers Jr. 
Jo-Anna L. Rorie 
Cynrhia Rose MED'63 
Elihu Rose 
Gloria Rose 
Edwin Rosenberg 
Vicror Rosenberg LAW'62 
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Rosenberger 
David L. Rosenbloom 
Lawrence Rosenfeld 
Johanna Ross 
Scott Rossiter CAS'72 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold D. Roth 
David M. Roth LAW'75 
Michael I. Roth LAW'71 
Robert WRothbard 
David Rothbaum MED'82 
Paul Rothbaum 
Daniel Rorhenberg 
'matched gift t deceased 
Susan Rothenberg 
Sarah A. Rorhermel LAW'81* 
Carol Michenski Rothman CAS'62, MED'66 
Herbert L. Rothman MED'66 
Austin L. Rounds SMG'48 
Jack A. Rovner LAW'76 
Parricia T. Rowe 
Michael R. Rozen CGS'58, COM'60 
Allen Rubin LAW55 
Eugene L. Rubin LAW'61 
Kim M. Rubin IAW'88 
Jordan S. Ruboy GRS'51, MED'55 
Richard Rudders 
Jean P. Rudnick 
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Rufleth 
Roberr WRuggeri MED'63 
Carol L. Russell SED'61 
Justine V. R. Russell 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Russell 
Robert J. Russell 
Mr. and Mrs. John Ruttenberg 
TonyRuvoloJr. MET'79 
Garry D. Ryan CAS'52 
Richard M. Ryan Jr. CAS'61, SSW'64 
Sharon G Rvan SAR'70 
Thomas J. Ryan 
Vincenr J. Ryan CAS'63 
Hugues J. P. Ryser 
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond R. Sackler 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Sadek 
Richard J. Safranek LAW'79* 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sage 
Harilaos T. Sakellarides 
Louis M. Sales MED'35 
William R. Salomon 
William L. Saltonstall 
Paul Sherman Samson LAW'75 
Audrey J. Samuels SAR'51* 
Mitchell Samuelson CAS'56, LAW'60 
Herberr W Sanderson SFA'53, SED70 
John I. Sandson 
Frank J. Santangelo CGS'60, LAW'64 
William Sarnoff 
Jeffrey Saunders 
David E. Savar MED'73 
Russell C.Sawmilier Jr. STH'52 
Mr. and Mrs. M. David Scarbro* 
Frank J. Schaberg Jr. CAS'68, MED'68 
Monica J. Schaberg CAS'68, MED'68 
Alan L. Schechrer MED78 
William H. Scheide 
Louis J. Scheinman MED'75 
Harold S. Schell MED'70 
J. Michael Schell LAW'76 
Rocco Schelzi 
Rolf G. Scherman MED'56 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Schieffelin 
Amy Schlossberg SAR'47 
Eric Schmidr 
Joan D. Schneider COM72 
Alan S. Schneier SMG'69* 
RonniA. Schnell SDM'81 
E. Fred Schubert 
Leslie A. Schupak CGS'65, COM'67,71 
Charles L. Schwager SMG'66 
Evelyn R. Schwager SMG'66 
Allen B. Schwartz LAW'52 
Robert Schwartz 
Peter Schweich 
George E Schweitzer COM72* 
Richard S. Scipione LAW'62* 
Norman A. Scorch CAS'51, GRS'52 
Malia Scotch-Marmo CAS'78 
Stephen A. Scotch-Marmo CAS'78 
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Scort HI 
Richard D. Scott 
George R. Seage III SPH'83, '91 
Peter B. Seamans LAW'50 
Carolyn J. Sedor 
Mr. and Mrs. James W Segel 
R. Michael Segroves 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Seibel 
David J. Seipp 
Alessandro H. Selvig CAS'87 
Jerome Serchuck 
John G. Serino LAW'64 
Leonard Serkess SSW'49, SED'53 
Israel Shaked 
Yuri Shamritsky SDM'91, '94 
'matched gift tdeceased 
Alan M. Shapiro SMG71, GRS72 
Leon N. Shapiro MED'48 
Marc Shapiro 
Marjorie E. Shapiro 
Samuel N. Shapiro SMG'39 
Julia R. Sharpe 
Sydell Shaw 
Anne W Shea 
George E. Shea III 
Steven E Shearing MED'64 
William J. Sheehan LAW'50 
Thomas J. Sheehy Jr. MED'44 
Michael L. Sheerz GSM76 
Michael CSheff CAS'61, SDM'68 
Jim Shelhamer 
Margarer Shelly 
Mary Lee Shephard 
Ralph Sheridan 
S. Irving Sherr 
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Sherr 
Ethan M. Shevach MED'67, CAS'67 
Eric R. Shienbrood 
Richard C. Shipley SMG'68, GSM'72 
Donald T Shire SMG'51, LAW53 
Hugo X. Shong COM'87, GRS'92 
Richard A. Short CAS'76, SDM'82 
David J. Shukovsky LAW'68* 
Lauren Shuler-Donner CGS'69, COM71 
E. Irene Shure SAR'33 
Joanne Sidd PAL'48 
Robert D. Siegfried 
Dr. and Mrs. William T. Siegle 
John and Karhryn Silber 
Israel Silver SED'50, SSW'52 
William M. Silver 
Al Silverman COM'49, Hon.'86 
Raymond E. Simmons 
Richard L Simmons MED'59 
Paul E. Simon MED'73 
Pauline Simon MED'37 
A. Simopoulos-Pinkerson MED'56 
Srephen L Simpson ENG'81, MED'85 
Theodore S. Sims 
Edward J. Sindoni SMG'66 
Linda H. Singer SSW'69 
Jay R. Sklar 
John K. Skrypak LAW'82 
Ladislaus B. Slysz MED'27 
Andrew L Smith SAR71 
Barlow Smith MED'63 
Carol G. Smith 
Charles W. Smirh 
Endicott Smith LAW'47 
Hazel Smith MET'83 
Herman J. Smith Jr. LAW74 
James E. Smith SMG'34 
Loretta M. Smith LAW'79 
Mason R. Smith* 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul G. Smith* 
Philip L. Smith 
Gordon L. Snider 
Richard J. Snyder LAW63 
Julian M. Sobin 
Leila R. Sobin 
Marcia Mirchell Soden 
Richard A. Soden LAW'70 
Perry L Solomon CGS71, SMG74, 75 
Stanley R. Sommer 
Paul Sonnabend SMG'52 
Shirley C. Sontheimer SMG'58 
Norman M. Sorgen CAS'72, MED'73 
Jonathan Soros 
Louis V. Sorrentino MED'47 
Rosemary Sorrentino CAS'45, GRS'46 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Sosenko 
Aaron Spencer SMG'52 
Frank Cole Spencer 
Jean L. Spencer 
Gary A. Spiess 
Edward Spindeil MED'53 
Jack Spivack 
John W Srack 
John Roderick Staffier LAW'72 
Charles Stakely Jr. 
James T. Stamas 
Dana A. Stearns 
Irma Mann Srearns 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Max J. Steinmann 
Kosta Steliou 
Johanna A. and Michael J. Stephen 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert F. Stephens 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Sriehl 
Lisa Stockberger 
George Stola SED'55, '57 
Mack B. Stokes GRS'40, STH40 
Edith M. Stokey 
Faye G. Stone LAW'47 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Srone 
Stanley P. Stone CGS'64, SMG'66 
George A. Strait CAS'67 
David Strater LAW'50 
Donald Straus 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W Srrohbehn 
Phillip Stubblefield 
Neil Sugarman LAW'65 
Paul R. Sugarman DGE'51, LAW'54 
Zoe Sugiultzoglu 
Louis W. Sullivan MED'58, Hon.'90 
Roberr M. Sullivan SMG'48 
Yasuhide Sunamura GSM'67 
Roland D. Sundberg STH'45 
Mr. and Mrs. Joel M. Surnamer 
Bette Suwinska 
Harry G. Swanhart STH'55, GRS'61 
Edward M. Swarrz LAW'58 
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Sweeney 
Frederic J. Syrjala ENG'58, '60* 
Roberr J. Szarnicki MED'69 
Mr. and Mrs. Ganson Taggart 
Nevart Talanian 
Paul B. Talkov SDM'96 
Janet S. Tanzi SDM'96 
Mr. and Mrs. John Taplin 
Carl R. Tarabelli SMG'82* 
Charles E. Taylor MED'64 
E.Philip Taylor SMG'33 
Richard Lewis Taylor COM71 
Mr. and Mrs. John Templeton 
Ruth H. Terner 
Joseph P. Terrasi SMG'55* 
Frankie A. Tester 
James N. Thiel SDM'68, '69 
William Thomas Jr. MED'55 
Wynn P. Thomas SFA75 
Elmer A. Thompson STH'48 
Robert Watts Thornbutg 
Oakleigh Thorne COM'81 
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Thornhill 
Ann Tinkham 
Alex To CAS'87, MED'91 
Mr. and Mrs. Roberr M. Tobias* 
Daniel Tokar GSM'64, ENG'64* 
Bernard Tolnick CAS'40, MED'43 
Joseph Tompkins 
Sandy E. Toochin SMG'66* 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Toomey 
Barbara E. Tornow* 
Jens N. F. Touborg MED'66 
Harold Tovish 
Richard J. Towle 
Robert S. Ttump DGE'68, CAS'70 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tucker 
Elaine Tveekrem 
R. Burr Tweedy LAW'78 
Charles Boorh Twigg 
Phillip N. Twombly SMG'47 
John K. Twyman Jr. SMG'82 
A. Raymond Tye SMG'47 
William B.Tyler LAW'51 
SanfordW.Udis MED'44 
Dora and Arthur Ullian 
Mario A. Umana SMG'63* 
Robert Y. Uyeda MED76 
John H. Valentine Jr. 
C. Robert Valeri 
Robert 0. Valerio MED'70, CAS'70 
Maurice Vanderpol MED'49 
Sreve Van Evera 
Marilyn M. Vender SED'76 
Martha Verdone SMG'66, SED71 
Peter H. Vermilye* 
Mary G. Vincent 
William J. Vlasic DGE74, CAS'76 
Roget Louis Voisin 
Percy WWadman MED'51 
Donna J. Wainwright 
William H. Wainwright 
C. Craig Waldbillig COM'51 
Daniel C. Wakten LAW'78* 
Michael D. Walker MED'60 
Sreven F. Walker SMG'80 
William J. Walker SDM'68 
David A. Walko CAS'68 
David I. Walsh SED'50 
Diana Chapman Walsh C0M71, UNI'83, Hon.'94 
Laura Freeman Walsh 
Steven C. Walske 
Allen C. Waltman MED'73 
Dale L. Ward 
Oscar A. Wasserman SMG'56, LAW'59, '62 
Peter J. Wasserman 
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Waters 
James L. Watson 
Jerome D. Waye MED'58 
Nancy Mclvor Webb 
James Allen Weil COM72 
Gary L. Weinburger SDM76, 76 
Alan D. Weiner MED'52 
Barry Y. Weiner LAW'66 
Hilton S. Weiner CAS'78 
Gail R. Weingast MED'76 
Efrem Weinreb 
Murray Weinstock MED'65 
Berrrand S. Weisbarr SDM'64 
Fred B. Weiss CAS'85 
Robert Lowell Weiss Jr. LAW'72 
Saul Weiss CAS'71 
Richard B. Weitzen LAW'72 
Charles A. Welch MED'72 
Mr. and Mrs. Scott D. Wellman 
R. Denis Wells SDM'89 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Wenckus 
John D. West SDM75 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Westheimer 
Craig L. Weston 
Suzanne S. Wesrwater 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Wexler 
Langdon B. Wheeler 
Marion C. Wheeler SON'54,'61 
Judirh G. Whitaker 
Barry B. White 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. White 
Susan Whitehead 
Gayle Taylor Whittemore STH'87 
Eunice E. Wicke CAS'32 
Malcolm Wiener 
Allan J. Wilayto DGE'71, CAS73* 
Leonard A. Wilf CAS'69 
Mary Jane Wilkinson COM75* 
Robert J. Willard CAS'51, GRS'53, '58 
William Wells Willard LAW'66 
Joseph E. Williams SMG76* 
Joseph J. Williams SDM'70 
M. Jane Williamson 
Tumika Williams-Wilson MED'85 
Dudley H.Willis LAW'67 
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Willis 
Michael S. Willner COM74 
Marcelle M. Willock GSM'89 
Jane Wilson 
Penelope Wilson 
Robert H. Wilson SMG'53* 
Paul S. Winalski 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winship 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Winters 
Stephen Van R. Winthrop 
Richard A. Wise LAW'52* 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis V. Wisneski 
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Wisotzky 
Virginia E. Withey SFA'40, '47 
Adam D. Wizon CAS'78* 
Philip A. Wolf 
Henry R. Wolfe MED'45 
Richard A. Wolff GRS'37, STH'38 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter W.Wood 
Rawson L. Wood 
Harold A. Woodcome Jr. MED'72 
Amy Woods CAS'68 
Stephen G. Woodsum 
Frederic C. Work 
Kinsman E.Wright Jr. MED'64 
William Wrighr SMG'44, '47 
Judirh and Richard Jay Wurtman 
Joshua Wynne MED'71, CAS'71 
Lawrence A. Yannuzzi MED'64 
Yu-Ling Irene Yeh SDM'91, '94, '94 
Robert E. Yellin CAS'61 
Lily Moo Young MED'65 
Henry C. Yu SDM'83, '84 
Marillyn A. Zacharis 
Arnold I. Zaltas LAW'58 
John S. Zawacki 
John B. Zedros 
Marsha McMahan Zelus 
Craigie A. Zildjian SED'76 
Thomas E. Zipoli 
Geraldine Zipser* 
Richard L. Zizza CAS'70, MED79 
Barry Zuckerman 
Mortimet B. Zuckerman 
James H. Zuger MED'73 
Leonard J. Zwerling MED'69 
• • • • • • 
Corporations and Foundations 
$100,000 and above 
Anonymous (2) 
Asrra USA, Inc. 
ATR Interpreting Telecommunication 
Laborarories 
Biogen, Inc. 
BLUELight, Inc. 
Boston Foundation, Inc. 
Carnegie Corporation of New York 
Celgene Corporarion 
Chesebrough-Pond's USA 
Cisco Systems, Inc. 
The Coca-Cola Company 
The Commonwealth Fund 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 
Evans Medical Foundation, Inc. 
Federated Department Stores, Inc. 
Fideliry Investments 
Foundation for Ocean State Public Radio 
General Electric Company 
Generics Institute, Inc. 
Getber Products Company 
The Hearst Corporation 
Highland Street Connection 
Honeywell, Inc. 
The Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
The Roberr Wood Johnson Foundarion 
The Joyce Foundation 
Juvenile Diabetes Foundation International 
Kechejian Foundation 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 
Lilly Endowment Inc. 
Henry Luce Foundation 
Manth-Brownell, Inc. 
McNeil Pharmaceutical 
Andrew W Mellon Foundation 
Nitromed, Inc. 
Pew Charirable Trusts 
Polaroid Corporation 
Prevent Blindness America 
The Russek Foundation Inc. 
Sacred Works Inc. 
Sarah Scaife Foundation 
Scleroderma Research Fund 
Scriptgen Pharmaceutical, Inc. 
Semiconductor Research Corporation 
Sequenom Inc. 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundarion 
Smith Richardson Foundation 
TEXMACO 
The Peter & Elizabeth C. Towet Foundation 
Gerald Tsai Foundation 
United States Surgical Corporation 
Vident 
The Whitaker Foundation 
The Louis E. Wolfson Foundation 
Fiances W Young Revocable Living Trust 
